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Living In The Underground Beneath Las Vegas.
Two years ago, Stacy Green had an idea for a story about a SWAT officer in Las Vegas, Nevada.
But it wasn’t until she Googled “Las Vegas tunnels” in the hopes of learning about mob escape
routes that she learned of the hundreds of homeless who call the Las Vegas storm drains their
home. The idea of a stalker who intends to stash his victims in the dark abyss was the result. Her
debut romantic suspense novel, Into The Dark, releases from MuseItUp Publishing on November
30th.
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IT’S THE MOMENTS FROM OUR PAST THAT BIND US.
Branch Manager Emilie Davis is having a day like any other–until two masked men storm into
WestOne Bank demanding cash. Her hopes of a quick end to her terror are dashed when she
realizes one of the men has no interest in the bank’s money. Emilie is his prize, and he’s come to
claim her.
When hostage negotiator Nathan Madigan and Las Vegas SWAT enter the bank on a rescue
mission, Emilie’s captor makes a shocking escape into the abyss that lies beneath the city: the
Las Vegas storm drains, a refuge for the downtrodden and the desperate.
HOW WILL IT END?
Who is the man the media has dubbed the “Taker?” Why is he after Emilie, and what is the
connection he’s convinced they share?
Emilie can’t run from the Taker, and she can’t escape her own past. As her life closes in on her,
she has nowhere to turn but to Nathan. The lines of professionalism blur as Nathan becomes
determined to save Emilie. Together they venture into the depths beneath Las Vegas and
discover a shocking piece of the puzzle.
But the Taker remains one step ahead. Desperate for the threat to emerge from the shadows,
Emilie makes a bold move to reclaim her life, and it may cost her everything.

Author Bio
Stacy Green is fascinated by the workings of the criminal mind and explores true crime on her
popular Thriller Thursday posts at her blog, Turning the Page.
After earning her degree in journalism, Stacy worked in advertising before becoming a stay-athome mom to her miracle child. She rediscovered her love of writing and wrote several articles
for Women’s Edition Magazine of Cedar Rapids, profiling local businesses, before penning her
first novel. Her debut novel, Into The Dark, is set in Las Vegas and features a heroine on the
edge of disaster, a tormented villain, and the city’s infamous storm drains that house hundreds of
homeless. Available November 30th, Into the Dark may be purchased for Kindle, Nook, Ipad,
Kobo and all other digital formats, and on paperback via Amazon.
INTO THE DARK Charity Raffle
The homeless living in the storm drains of Las Vegas played a vital part in INTO THE DARK,
and to give back, Stacy is hosting an online charity raffle. From November 1st until February
28th, participants will have several options to enter, including donating to HELP of Southern
Nevada. The grand prize will be a $100 donation from Stacy Green in the winner’s name to the
homeless shelter of their choice.
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